SHARING
is EARNING

REFER
& EARN

AntMEX offers a complete affiliate program.
The program benefits two entities directly :
1. You (the affiliate) receive a percentage of commission paid by your referrals.
2. Your referrals receive a limited-term fee discounts and other token related benefits.
View the complete terms and conditions.

Referred User Benefits
Users who signed up with a valid affiliate link will receive 60% tokens instead of 50% tokens for the one
who signs up directly in fees rebate for first 6 months.
Fee structure may be different for Contracts, the rebate apply on all spot and swap contracts. See fees
page to view the fees structure for different Contracts.

Affiliate Payouts
Affiliate receive a percentage of total commission paid by the
people/Clients/Users
they have referred, paid in BTC & ANT in their AntMEX wallets. Each referral generates affiliate commission for the lifetime of the account. The percentage of commission depends on sum of all referral
turnover calculated in USD equivalents.
Once referred to the site, if a user completes registration within 30 days, the affiliate receives the credit
for the account.

Affiliate Payout Structure
An affiliate receives 100 ANT for every referral who earns 1,000 ANT through trading.
The commission paid by referral will be paid out in BTC as per following USD turnover and ANT
holdings.
Payout percentage is percentage of commission paid by all the referrals. The ($) value of payouts is
indicative approximate value.
The calculation is for spot and swap contract fees of 0.1%

Volume
(in $)

Payout (%)
(Without ANT)

Payout ($)
(without ANT)

ANT Holding
by affiliate

Payout (%)
(with token)

Payout ($)
(with token)

30,000,000

12.50

1,875

5,000

15.00

2,250

60,000,000

18.75

5,625

10,000

25.00

7,500

90,000,000

25.00

11,250

20,000

37.50

16,875

120,000,000
or more

31.25

18,750 or
more

30,000

50.00

30,000 or
more

For fees based on number of lots, following calculations will apply.
(Assuming 2$ per lot fees)

Volume
(in lots)

Payout (%)
(Without ANT)

Payout ($)
(without ANT)

ANT Holding
by affiliate

Payout (%)
(with token)

Payout ($)
(with token)

3,000

12.50

750

5,000

15.00

900

6,000

18.75

1,875

10,000

25.00

3,000

9,000

25.00

3,375

20,000

37.50

6,750

12,000
or more

31.25

5,250

30,000

50.00

12,000 or
more

ANT Use Cases

Mining Rebate

ANT Holding Rewards

Traders will get upto 60% fees rebate in
form of ANT

50% cash back in form of BTC or ETH in
proportion of ANT holdings

ANT Affiliate Program

Derivatives Discount

All ANT holders will get upto 50% of the
fees paid by their referrals*

Pay fees in ANT and get 50% discount in
futures trading

ANT for Airdrop

ANT Withdrawal

All accounts holding ANT will get 2x
airdrop tokens on AntrieX

ANT holders will be charged 80% lower
network fees
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